SINGLE VOLTAGE
CAP START/CAP RUN
REVERSIBLE NO
OVERLOAD PROTECTION

WHITE (L1)  BLACK (L2)  WHITE  BLACK  GREEN

CORD OR LEAD HARNESS

HIGH VOLTAGE

L2 1  BLUE  MAIN 2  WHITE  ORANGE

L1 4  BLACK  RED  BLK/WHT  AUX  RED  BLK/WHT  YELLOW

VIEWING TERM END

CCW ROTATION SHOWN.

TO REVERSE ROTATION
INTERCHANGE RED
LEAD WITH BLACK LEAD.

DASH LINES INDICATE LEADS CONNECTED
TO MOTOR SIDE OF SWITCH.

TOLERANCES
UNLESS SPECIFIED
DEC.  INCHES
±X  ±.1
±XX  ±.02

TITLE CONNECTION DIAGRAM
48 FR. DUAL VOLTAGE REVERSIBLE

ADDED CORD LEAD HARNESS  CN36522  RDH 04/03/2003  JET  XXX  ±.005
NEW DRAWING  3850093  RM 03/26/1992  GXX  XXXX  ±.0005  MATL

MARATHON ELECTRIC
DRAWN RM 03/18/1992
CHK ML 03/18/1992
APPD GXX 03/18/1992
SCALE 1:1
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